Get A Better Relationship ..........................


間

2J Lau Ka Man
Father, mother, sister
If sister has a disaster
Mother need to look after
Father should work harder
Family happy together
Share with each other
Chat freely
Play randomly
Friendship keeps happily
Everyone is lovely
You will never feel lonely
No matter it's sunny, cloudy, or rainy
Let's have fun really
Friends and Family
Please get ready!

on
dimension


Share secret honestly

Teacher's feedback: Miss Sze
The poem reminds me of the famous book - Chicken Soup for Teenage Souls. It's an
awesome poem! It's simple, direct and meaningful. She cleverly made connections
and showed relationships between family and friends in this poem.
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a B c D........................................................

2M Cheung Pui Man

When I was in kindergarten

I have learnt

A for ant, B for boy

C for cat and D for dog

When I was in primary

I have learnt
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A for apple, B for banana

C for citrus and D for durian

When I was in secondary

I have learnt

A for appearance, B for brutality

C for colonies and D for dilemma

When one day, I am at university

I will learn

A for abasement, B for baboonery

C for cabbageworm and D for dactyloscopy


Teacher's feedback: Miss Wong
Cindy's poem is very interesting and creative! I wonder where she got to learn the
words - abasement, baboonery, cabbageworm and dactyloscopy. I hope she can
continue to learn difficult vocabulary and become an lexicologist.
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Our Lover ...........................................................


間

2J Lee Pui Shan

Our Lover
Air
land

Sound
water

Look! Before is much better.

Grass flower butterfly

Birds fly up to the sky

Waterfall is 

Going by


Earth is our lover
Earth is our home
Protect the environment
Protect our home
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Now! Pollution is everywhere

People using plastic bags

Talk loudly never goes to bed

Limpid water is getting less

Dirty air is really bad


Teacher's feedback: Mr. C. C. Chan
It's splendid to see Earth as our lover. Let the Nature embrace us and we should
establish an intimate relationship with her.
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The Season Changes ..................................

2M Lau Wang Long

The season changes
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The season changes to spring

the birds come out to sing

but they cannot open their wings

because it always rains

The season changes to summer

The weather becomes hotter

every one talks to me louder

because of the air-conditioner

The season changes to fall

the leaves drop to the floor

the trees begin to sleep

and school interrupts our summer sleep

The season changes to winter

we become fatter, not thinner

May I have some hot water?

and I think I also need a heater


Teacher's feedback: Miss Sze
It's a lovely poem! Londie gave a new perspective on different seasons, and developed
a fresh approach to writing, with an emphasis on reality and attention to details.
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The Environment Kills ...............................


間

2P Wong Chun Pong

The environment kills
Every eagle is ill
They need to take pills
And if they could write
They could write their wills
The environment is dirty
Humans have a duty
To improve the air quality
Sweep the streets immediately
The environment almost dies
All animals cry
Their eyes might become blind
No birds want to fly
No more wings in the sky
The environment kills
All the people are ills
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From Causeway Bay to Admiralty

Teacher's feedback: Mr. C. C. Chan
The environment, the animals and the people are definitely in a very critical situation.
Let's not be the killers. Be the environment curers!
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Step up! Step up! .......................................

2J Lai Pui Ying
Step up! Step up!

Always always look forward 

Never never think backward

Step up! Step up!

Let things make us satisfied

Make things become simplified
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Step up! Step up!

Future is the greatest hope

We don't need to ask the pope

Step up! Step up!

Don't cry for your falling down

Nothing is able to bring us down

Step up! Step up!

Nothing sad appears hardly

Anything but ordinary


Teacher's feedback: Miss Tang
The tone of the poem is determined that we have to “step up” and “look forward”.
Good use of repetition and rhyme to convey the meaning and express the emotion.
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Save The World .........................................


間

2J Wong Chun Hei 


Greenhouse effect

Let's see the fact

Greenhouse effect

What does it affect?

Global warming,

What are you doing?

The world is becoming bad


Save the world

Do some work

Reduce CO2

No more plastic bags, too
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Don't just sleep on the bed


Teacher's feedback: Miss Wong
It's a very meaningful poem! Victor tried to raise public awareness of global warming
and greenhouse effect. Most importantly, he is calling for action and gives us tips on
how to protect our environment.
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Pay Attention .............................................

2J Fok Man Yi

The US President should be a mummy

The smokers should be a dummy

They both make me feel dizzy

Hey! What's up buddy?

People shouldn't be talking without speaking
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People shouldn't be listening without hearing

Witches should drink coke

Children's shouldn't make any joke

.No more gross

No more cross

The students don't need to go to school

They just need to go to the pool

Hey, everyone come take a look!

The library has now got one more book


Teacher's feedback: Miss Tang
Yoyo expresses lots of ideas by making comparisons and using modal verbs. It seems
that she is talking to the readers, and so the readers can respond to her directly. It's a
good try!
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Mathematics: Sudoku Mania .........................


Have you ever seen a set of 9×9 square like this? This is a square for putting
Sudoku in. Sudoku is a new game of numbers. A lot of people know how to
play Sudoku, but a lot of people still don't. Here is how to play it.
There are different kinds of Sudoku like Killer Sudoku, Super Sudoku and
Monster Sudoku. They are nearly the same with Sudoku, but with slightly
different rules.
Sudoku requests you to fill in the blanks with numbers. 1-9 should be filled in
each row, column and 3×3 boxes. There should not be any repeated number
in each row, column and 3×3 boxes
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Yip Chun Hong, Tse Kin Fai (1 Jupiter)

間

Killer Sudoku requires you to fill in the blanks with 1-9. Each row, column
and 3×3 boxes shouldn't have any repeats. Also, it requires that the sum of
the number inside the fixed shape to be equal to the number on the top left
corner.
Super Sudoku requests the players to fill in the blanks with number 1-9.
There should not be any repeated number in each row, column, 3×3 boxes
and also the two lines linking the two corners.
Monster Sudoku is a hexadecimal Sudoku, it is made up of the numbers 1-9
and also A-F. Players need to fill in the 16×16 blanks with the numbers and
the letters above. The numbers and letters should not be repeated in each
row, column and 4×4 box.
How can we solve the Sudoku faster??
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The first step:
The first step is to solve Sudoku by crossing out the squares that are
impossible to be filled in with a particular number, so that we will get the
correct box to fill in the specific number. You can see there is a four in the
third row of the seventh column (7, 3) and the fifth row of the ninth column
(9, 5), so there shouldn't be 4 on the seventh column and the ninth column.
Therefore, the number 4 should be on (8, 7). Using the same method, you can
find out all the numbers inside the circle on the left picture and after that, you
can carry on the second step to find out the answer.
The second step:

The second step is to solve the Sudoku by checking the whole column and
row. After we use this method, we may need to return to the first step to keep
on solving the Sudoku. For using this method, we must find out a line with at
most 4 letters missing. Then we need to find out the numbers that are missing
and cross out the wrong box for putting the numbers. Finally you will get the
correct place for putting in the correct number. After this step, you may still
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